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Mobile networks, devices and budgets have always been challenging for businesses to control. Mobile devices are with
their users at all times, supporting both business and personal usage and applications; they typically sit outside of secure,
“ring-fenced” corporate IT networks, and they’re more prone to loss and damage than all other forms of IT hardware.
Unlike most IT expenditure, mobile costs are also highly sensitive to end user behaviour, and controlling that behaviour is
complex and resource intensive. The way we use our mobiles varies dramatically from user to user, and with the advent of
smartphones it’s extremely difficult to draw clear boundaries between personal and business consumption. The arrival of
5G services in 2019/20 will only serve to increase this challenge, forcing businesses to find the right balance between user
productivity and usage controls.
Smartphones also bring more technical complexity, and with this, new security and rapidly increasing support challenges
– none of which are going to disappear anytime soon.
At Utelize, we are seeing a convergence of four significant mobile challenges that are already having a growing impact on
mid-market and enterprise businesses. Challenges that are set to dramatically increase mobile administration and costs for
businesses that fail to implement a proactive and strategic approach to mobile network and device management:
1)

- that can no longer be subsidised by mobile network “tech funds”

2)

- driving greater management challenges and increased airtime costs
with more frequent “bill shock” both domestically and abroad

3)

– driven by higher IT support costs coupled with
lower BYOD adoption rates and device purchase savings than expected

4)

- leading to increased
pressure to provide and support corporate devices, as well as increased security and support costs, especially in
regulated markets

Utelize has produced a range of best practice guides that offer a detailed look at the causes and impact of these converging
challenges on mobile IT administration and budgets; as well as providing clear insights and best practice approaches that
your business can implement to regain control.

To effectively tackle mobile device and airtime spending, it’s essential that your Finance and IT teams work together to
discuss your real business requirements, challenges and options for the future. When looked at holistically, you’ll be able
to put into place more flexible and cost-effective mobile solutions that offer the
.
In this best practice guide, we review a range of planning activities and recommended negotiation objectives; all of which
will help to deliver you enhanced control over your mobile budget.
Your own mobile strategy will largely depend on where you are in your mobile airtime contract cycle. If you are looking at
renewing or even changing network in the next six months, then you can focus on creating a new approach to mobile
management and procurement covering both airtime and devices.
If, however, you are only part way through your existing mobile network agreement with an unused tech fund, then your
focus will, for now, be best focused on optimising your airtime spend and assessing any future device purchasing
requirements outside of your tech fund. Alternatively; if you have already used your tech fund but you’re still tied in to your
network for a while, then you’ll need to review your device purchasing options as well as optimising airtime usage.

Before we get into the detail of the contract negotiation objectives and review the available options, it’s important to note
that your mobile network has a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. As a result, it’s not uncommon for the mobile
networks to initially resist any proposed changes. They may also initially suggest that it’s just not possible to achieve the
things that you’ll ask for, and they’ll seek to bypass your negotiation teams and put pressure on senior decision makers.
– it is possible to achieve dramatic change and every objective outlined in this guide has been
achieved before with significant success; however, ultimately that may mean you have to consider changing suppliers.
To achieve the best outcome, we recommend the following approach in advance of commencing negotiations:
- Commence your planning and market appraisal at least 6 months prior to the end of your contract
and allow at least 3 months for a network migration to provide you with the best chance on securing the right
terms. For larger estates with >1,000 connections, allow a further three months. If you allow the contract term to
end before you have agreed a renewal contract, or the heads of terms with a new vendor, then the existing network
has significant leverage and you’ll feel under pressure to agree sub-optimal terms as the renewal date closes in.
- Is there an existing solution that you installed to enhance signal
strength with your current network? Will other networks work or provide comparable or enhanced coverage in your
key locations? Are there any known signal/coverage issues to address? Poor coverage can ruin the best
commercial terms or create mayhem if not properly reviewed before changing network. Review your options early
and create the flexibility to change if required.
- “Use to or lose it” rules normally apply for mobile contracts,
and most businesses are reluctant to walk away from unused tech funds. Accordingly; they feel pressurised into
resigning with the existing network, often on sub optimal terms. If you think that you’ll end up with a large unused
tech fund, consider whether you could negotiate a conversion to use the fund against airtime, before you start
negotiations. You may lose some of the face value of the fund, however you’ll then be clear to start your market
review and improve long-term costs.

- Mobile networks have a wide range of channels
to market, from their own direct teams, through to fully branded services like Sky Mobile and Tesco Mobile for
consumers. Whilst historically, the networks prevented Business Mobile Resellers and Managed Service
Providers from operating in the larger business market for mobile services, that is no longer the case and there
are a wide range of business mobile suppliers (including Utelize) that can offer the core mobile networks, but with
their own service, billing and support wrap. These service providers can often offer enhanced support, and more
flexible terms for customers with over 100 connections.
- Whilst aligning contracts with the real
need to upgrade devices is a challenge, where possible it will reduce the resources required to upgrade users and
change suppliers for airtime if you combine the exercise. This is especially true if your existing devices are locked
to your current network. It will also make it much clearer to review the overall total cost of ownership (TCO).
- If you don’t have a very
clear understanding of your current usage and costs, and you do not have the detail to compare the various
proposals side by side then you’ll likely struggle to make a clear and informed decision. The devil is in the detail
and avoiding the detail or trying to create too simple a model will lead to significant unplanned spending later.
What’s more, you’ll be highly unlikely to secure the best “right-fit” terms for your business and usage profile.
- Data consumption will
change significantly over the next five years, and so by basing decisions on today’s data usage, you may
significantly underestimate costs. Mobile networks know this and often offer highly competitive headline terms to
address today’s usage knowing that they will make significantly greater profits in the future as customers exceed
their data plans and are forced to upgrade with no negotiation leverage. However; don’t go overboard, it’s better to
have the flexibility to quickly upgrade or downgrade data allowances than it is to have a vast unused data pool.
- Brexit is going to have some impact on
every business, however it’s just one of many challenges facing finance teams in all businesses. If in doubt, build
in clear scenarios to model the type of flexibility you’ll need to increase or decrease connections without penalty
during the term of your agreement.
- BYOD is going to have a wide impact on businesses. For some, it will materially
decrease both demand for corporate devices and possibly connections. For others, the challenges of managing a
large BYOD estate may lead to increased IT resource costs. Whatever your own position on BYOD, we recommend
building in sufficient flexibility to address any material changes in the size of your mobile estate.

With your planning complete, you’ll have a much clearer understanding of business needs, the barriers that you’ll need to
overcome, and a clear model of your current costs and usage. You’re now ready to start reviewing options with your current
supplier and the wider market. At Utelize, we have 10 core objectives that we recommend customer review and if
appropriate adopt in their negotiations:
- Separate mobile network and device purchasing
Prior to smartphones, when mobile phones cost around £100 and the typical airtime bill was £300 or more per annum,
then few UK businesses saw the benefit in buying their devices outside of their mobile network contract. As the device
component was such a small element of the overall charges, it simply made sense to have one contract and fund the
device over 24 months via the network. However, with smartphones now costing between £150 and £1,000, it’s likely that
your device costs could be at least as much as your airtime over a 24-month period.
Our recommendation is to either have separate agreements, or at minimum, clear sections in your contract that do not tie
the purchasing of devices to the mobile network via the use of a “tech fund”; and avoid tying your business to excessive
minimum spend commitments, that provide little room for change vs. the current costs.
For any mobile devices provided by your mobile provider, clarify whether devices will be provided “factory open”; meaning
that OS updates and patches are provided by the manufacturer and not the network. And, whether the devices will be
“locked” to the network; meaning they cannot be used with other networks until they are unlocked, normally at the end of
the term and often with cost.
– Aim for SIM Only contracts and avoid “tech funds”
For many businesses with ad hoc device purchasing requirements, there may be no commercial issues with buying
devices from the network; however, it’s important to ensure that you are:
a) Not obligated to buy devices
b) The terms of the airtime service are distinct from the device purchasing
c) Not committed to unreasonable minimum spend or minimum connection criteria
A SIM only contract, with the option to purchase devices, can be aligned to any reasonable term that aligns with your
business needs from 30-day through to 12, 18 or 24-month contracts.
- No minimum term per connection
With a SIM only agreement, there is no equipment to fund and therefore no requirement to create term commitments at an
individual level. The requirement for connections changes regularly as people leave or join the business, or roles and
usage change. Having the flexibility to cancel individual agreements without penalty will allow you to keep your mobile
estate and costs optimised on an ongoing basis.
This model also suits BYOD where users provide their own device; but the corporate pays for the SIM. With a Corporate
SIM model, you can allow users to port their numbers into the corporate plan, so the business can achieve better tariffs
whilst removing the administration of BYOD airtime expense claims. Users can then also port numbers out when they leave
the business without penalty.

– One primary commitment per contract
Many mobile networks will seek to tie their customers into multiple overlapping commitments. The most common ones
include:
which set the minimum number of connections that customers must maintain
throughout the term of the agreement
which set the spend levels that must be achieved
must be held for

either at a connection and/or the contract level, which set the minimum term that connections

By combining these various commitments, the networks seek to leverage their negotiation position at renewal time, as
often businesses fail to achieve one or more of the criteria or may have inadvertently created a “ragged edge” contract.
Ragged edge contracts are created when new connections are added during the term of the agreement; and the new
connections each have a minimum term that extends past the original end date of the agreement. This position forces
businesses to either pay early termination penalties; or in some instances the network may agree to an average “coterminus” arrangement. With an average co-terminus agreement, the remaining “in contract” months for the new
connections is averaged across all connections. The customer will then remain with the network for the agreed average
number of additional months and all connections then terminate on the same agreed date.
Ideally you would want to remove all commitments, however in practice the networks will not offer their best pricing
without some form of spend or term commitment. As a result; you should target just one simple primary commitment,
normally either a Minimum Holding for an agreed term or a Minimum Spend. Try to avoid Minimum Spend commitments
that also have a minimum term for the agreement, unless you also negotiate very clear terms about pricing and flexibility
once the Minimum Spend is achieved.
For example, if the proposed term is 24 months and the Minimum Spend is achieved at month 18, clarify options to
terminate without penalty or renegotiate enhanced terms once the commitment is achieved.
- Underachievement penalties should be proportionate and relevant to the actual losses
Contracts that contain revenue based commitments can often have shortfall penalties that are applied at a level equal to the
shortfall in revenue. The revenue associated with your mobile services is however not the same as the profit for the
network. If you agree to revenue based commitments with your network, ensure that the penalties for failure are
proportionate to the network’s actual loss.
By separating device and airtime the penalty should be materially less than the lost revenue – better reflecting the gross
margin loss for the network.
– Use shared data allowances or pooled data plans
Mobile data consumption is expected to increase significantly over the next five years, with Cisco predicting a seven-fold
increase. As a result, domestic mobile data is likely to be one of the most significant and growing areas of mobile cost. It
is therefore essential to ensure that you negotiate the right tariff and charging mechanism for mobile data, as well as
ensuring there is significantly flexibility to adapt to growth in the future.
As a general guide, you will find that mobile data usage will vary from month to month and from user to user. For most
organisations, we would therefore recommend the use of either a shared data pool or aggregated user data.

Shared data pools are where a large pool of data is paid for each month and can be shared across multiple users; for
example, a 100GB pool of data. Aggregated data is where each user receives a defined amount of data (e.g. 1GB or 2GB)
however the data is aggregated use across all users. For example, 100 users would share 100GB in the 1GB model.
This approach helps to smooth out the fluctuations in usage between users each month and is typically much more
efficient and cost effective than providing users with their own plans. It also avoids the need to continuously optimise tariffs
at a user level. As a word of warning however, the out of bundle charges that apply when the allowances are exceeded can
often be more expensive, and so exceeding shared allowances can be costly.

When establishing the data right plan, you’ll need to understand the actual usage each month and establish the peak
monthly usage as well as any clear trends in usage. Many businesses fail to look at this level of detail, and provide
networks with just the total usage over a specified period.
The networks then create a pool based on that monthly average, which often is not significant enough to cover the peak
usage. As a result, expensive out of bundle charges will apply when the data plan is exceeded. Understanding your trend on
data growth is also important, as this will provide a better insight into how quickly you’ll need to expand the data plan.

Many businesses fail to factor into account any roaming usage that draws down against the customer’s UK data pool. As a
result, they underestimate their usage requirements and can more easily breach their inclusive data allowances. With the
recent changes in EU roaming, EU data comes out of inclusive allowances and many users are now using greater levels of
data when roaming, and so this can be an important factor in determining usage levels. This new additional usage should
also be factored into projections if you have yet to see the impact on your existing contract.

Most customers fail to check how future tariff changes will be applied and this can be to their significant detriment. For
example:

As data usage increases, your business may want to consider enhanced controls and policies to control this usage. If you
don’t have flexible terms, then you’ll either end up overspending on data plans that no longer align with usage; or on
excess “out of bundle” data usage where data plans are exceeded. Furthermore; as mobile and fixed line communications
continue to converge and data increases, your business may start to drive more data usage over Wi-Fi connections, at
which point you’ll need to ensure you can flex down also.
– Know your roaming profile and understand proposed roaming tariffs
As with UK data, the concept of having shared data and voice pools for roaming usage is a sensible one and will help to
avoid “roaming bill shock”; however, the same rules apply on flexibility and out of bundle charges. Some of the specific
elements to review include:

– Fully understand bolt-on rules for UK and roaming
If bolt-on’s need to be applied in advance, then it is highly likely that your business will suffer from overspending. If bolton’s need to be managed by the business, consider using shared voice and data pools as a first option because:

– Take time to understand the proposed reporting, billing, alerting and support capabilities
of your provider
Having the right contract framework is the starting point for being able to continuously manage your mobile costs, however
you’ll still need to manage “in-contract” usage to deliver the benefits. Ensure you know exactly what services and support
your network will provide you with to help control costs, billing and usage:

– Ensure tariffs are clear and contracts provide clear details of all charges
Many networks only provide headline prices in their tariffs, and many charges are available by request. Ensure that your
contract contains full details of all tariff charges and billing rules:

Negotiating the “right-fit” mobile contract for your business is one of the most important factors that determines how
successfully your IT and Finance teams can manage mobile services and devices in the future. For those businesses that
take a short-term view, without truly understanding their usage profiles or considering future changes, then it’s likely that
they will “bake-in” overspending and inflexibility into their mobile contracts, without realising, until it’s too late.
For those businesses that are prepared to accept that it’s time to change the way they procure mobile services and have the
commitment to walk away from the allure of mobile “tech funds”, then there will be significant long-term benefits. You’ll
be not only be able to proactively manage and control your mobile costs and budgets, source mobile devices effectively
and using appropriate finance models, however, when you need it most, you’ll be able to flexibly adapt to the meet the
challenges and changes that will come your way in the future.
For more information and guidance on the many ways you can reduce your mobile costs and free up budget and IT
resource for more strategic work, then download our range of Mobile Best Practice Guides; or get in touch to arrange a
discovery meeting, and see if Utelize can help.

5 Steps to effective management of mobile usage
Breaking the mobile “tech fund” habit
Rethinking mobile device purchasing and financing
Implementing a “lifecycle” approach to managing mobile devices
Planning BYOD programs beyond device security
An introduction to Mobile Device Management (MDM) & security
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